formed by the first rows of the elements of Î2. Let 9t(A ) be the row vector space of A e £2. The following proposition will be used to prove the Rank Theorem in Section 3. Let a t {A ), j = 1, 2,...,/: be rows of A which span its row vector space 3ft(A ). Without loss of generality we may assume that a t (A) = ej f = (0,...,1,0,...,0) Î yth position and relabel so that i-= j, j = 1, 2,. . ., k and old row 1 becomes row k + 1.
PROPOSITION. There is an (n -
Since a k^l (A) = 0 € int co{a k+x {Aj) }j =0 we can find an arbitrarily small perturbation A € of A such that A € e £2, distance (A, A € ) < X(c), and a k^x (A € is an independent set, which contradicts the fact that dim 0t{A ) = k for all A e £2.
PROOF OF (2.1). It follows from (2.2) that there exists an
If yl G £2 with a^ ) =^ 0, then since a x (A ) is transverse to 7/, ^(^ ) must have dimension (k -1).
If A e £2 with a^) = 0, then by (2.3) there is a vector v e ^4), v ^ 0 and v transverse to H.
Recoordinatize and identify i7 with i?" _1 . This induces a set 12 of matrices which is again a compact convex set: a nonsingular affine transformation of £2. The corresponding set of first rows £2j has H as a support (or separating) plane and ^(J) = ^(2) n H is (/: -l)-dimensional for all A e fi. Also, J (2) is generated by the last p -1 rows of ^4, and the rank of the lower left (p -1) X (n -1) submatrix ^ of ^4 = A: -1 = rank of the last ^ -1 rows. The rest of the proof is by induction. Suppose that we have proved the row vector space portion of (2.1) for (p -1) X (n -1) matrices of rank k -1. By this inductive hypothesis there exists a subspace
We claim that 9t{A) n i/""* = 0 for all A e £2. 3. The Rank Theorem. The range of M is transverse to {0} X R p~k 9 so 2f = i #,£; ^ ker M. Since the row vector space of M is transverse to {0} X R n~k , the kernel of M is transverse to R k X {0} and 2f =1 a# = 0. Thus a t = 0 for all i and {irMe,-, I ^ jfc} is a linearly independent set.
THEOREM. Suppose thatf.R n -» R p is Lipschitz in an open set W c R n 9 and that each element of (3/(JC); X G W} has rank k. Then there exist neighborhoods U of x G W 9 V of f(x) 9 and Lipschitz homeomorphisms (with Lipschitz inverses) a:U -> R
Let y = (.y!, j> 2 ,. .. ,jj and define G:
If -S G c /£" is the set of points at which G is not differentiable and JG(y) is the Jacobian matrix of G at y & S G , then
JO M -(^> ffl
where (A(y)B(y) ) is the k X «-matrix /(vrg) = irJg(y). 
